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Wasserman critiques
erotic film showing

Jesus Garza

John Wasserman

Critic: if you turn on,
erotic film has worked
By DAVID CRAWFORD
Daily Staff Writer
Definition of an erotic film: "If
it works as a turn on, it’s art.
"If it doesn’t work, it’s pornography."
That’s the assessment of John Wasserman, San Francisco Chronicle
film -entertainment critic, who spoke
last Thursday night at the Erotic
Film Fair.
"Ninety-nine percent of the products
(sex films) are catastrophic," he told
the Morris Dailey audience.
"I’ve never seen a good, long erotic
film," he said, although he liked "The
Quickie" at last year’s San Francisco
Erotic Film Festival.
In an interview before his critique
of the first movie, "Unfolding," Wasserman talked about sex scenes in
"legitimate" films;
"Sex as a lure is going to lose its
potency very quickly," he said. He
noted that violence and superstars are
used to lure people to other movies,
but "you make a sex film for money
and you’re a criminal."
The columist said explicit sex
scenes in movies will decrease because anymore they have only "shock
value and novelty. Sex films are not
automatic money makers anymore."
Wasserman started at the Chronicle in July of 1963 as a drama critic
and assistant to chief drama critic
Paine Knickerbocker.
He inherited
the entertainment column, "On the
Town," in June of 1970 when Ralph
Gleason left the Chronicle.
Referring to the effect of getting
the column, he said: "I’ve got more
I have 800 words,- prestige now.
even if I have nothing to say, I say
it."

By JIM MURPHY
Daily Copy Editor
I’ve never seen any good sex film
which was also a sexy film."
This is how film critic John Wasserman described the state of today’s erotic films to a packed Morris Dailey Auditorium last Thursday night. Wasserman was the guest
speaker at that night’s segment of the
Erotic Film Fair.
Wasserman, who writes for the
San Francisco Chronicle, elaborated
on his statement by saying he is an
expert on erotic films and has been
called upon as a witness at various
obscenity trials.
Currently he is teaching a class
at San Francisco State entitled
"Pornography and the Arts."
Wasserman got things going by
critiquing the first film of the evening, "Unfolding."
"It’s not a very good film," he
flatly stated. "The cutting’s not very
good and the double exposures are a
pain in the neck."
He went on to say that the film
was never intended for commercial
release, but was made as a project
for the Sex and Drug Forum, a group
sponsored by the Glide Memorial
Church’s Foundation.
After seeing "Unfolding," I agree
with Wasserman.
Filmmaker Con-

stance Beeson’s purpose was to give
the audience an expression of human sexuality, but it seemed to be the
same kind of expression a hard-core
pornographer gives. The purpose may
have been to give the audience a feeling
of sensuality, but everybody giggled
and got headaches from those double
exposures.
The second film, "Thenow," is referred to in an advance announcement
as a "message of ’universal awareness and love." What it is, though,
is an examination of interracial relationships. Also done by Miss Beeson,
it was tastefully executed but, alas, it
wasn’t much better than "Unfolding."
The last member of this unusual
trio was "The Bed," and it was the only
really good film of the night. It took a
satiric look at the various uses we
mortals make of the average houseThe antics ranged from
hold bed.
sexual fun and games to a chubby
matron climbing into bed with her teddy bear. All in all, a real mixed bag.
Wasserman described himself by saying, "I became a critic by accidentand
I happen to be good at it." He also
mentioned that he considers himself
a journalist first and a critic second.
Wasserman pointed out, "Erotic
films will never become art until
a new dimension is added."

He said as they stand now, the
fi 1 ms are too long and repetitious,
lacking that "new dimension" that
would set them off as an art form.
When asked about his opinion of the
Russ Meyer films, Wasserman shot
back with "the Huss Meyer cult is
probably one of our great mythologies." He added, "The Russ Meyer
cult is on a par with the Jerry Lewis
cult," a statement which evoked a sympathetic response from the audience.
He also found time to take potshots
at Keith Mac Leod, San Jose deputy
district attorney, and Gov. Reagan.
Wasserman sharply criticized
Mac Leod’s apparent zeal in cracking down on pornography.
"There
are bigger problems then pornography," Wasserman said.
As for Gov. Reagan, and whether he
considered him a good actor, Wasserman quipped, "Only as a governor."
As to what he thought of Viva and
Raquel Welch, whom a member of
the audience referred to as sex symbols, Wasserman regarded Wva as
"a pain in the neck" and Miss Welch
as "a caricature of herself."
Wasserman ended his talk on a prophetic note by stating that, in the
future, "films will have a lot more sex
and the sex depiction will be well
made."

Changing mood of peace rally

Wasserman was a well -traveled
student, although he never earned a
degree. He attended College of Mann,
San Francisco State College and Whitman College in Washington as a political science major.
"You won’t find a critic or a journalist who doesn’t want to be a star,"
he claimed, referring to the fame
of most major critics.
The dominant factor in deciding
which entertainment he will review
By BARBARA EVANS
in the Bay Area is the amount of
Daily News Editor
public interest the artist commands.
"We’ve come a long way since 1965,"
"That’s why I’ll review people I can’t
said one of the speakers at Saturday’s
stand."
peace march at the Polo Grounds in
Other factors are artistic importance San Francisco.
("where he stands in the field") and And indeed, there were marked difproximity (when the artist last ap- ferences between Saturday’s march and
Wasserman the early peace marches.
peared in the area).
admitted that sometimes he goes to The grandaddy of Bay Area mass peace
review an artist just because he likes marchesoccurredin 1965 when approxhim.
imately 14,000 protesters, many for
Concerning the closing of Fillmore the first time, marched from the U.C.
West (a defunct concert hall), he said Berkeley campus to the Oakland city
it hurt the Bay Area music scene line.
Saturday’s march was made up of be"mostly in terms of depriving unknown groups of major exposure." tween 15,000-25,000 people. For many,
it was also the first type of mass
He added it’s hard for unknowns
to play clubs because of financial peaceful protest that they had ever enreasons -clubs need name groups to gaged in.
In 1965, it was a new tactic to march
keep going.
in large numbers. It was something
Fillmore was also a tough loss
that had never been done before; and,
because it was a "mystical rallying as such, it drew attention to the burpoint" for music groups, people and geoning peace movement.
Bay Area music, Wasserman said.
When asked about fastest -rising
Bay Area groups, he replied, "Elvin Bishop is getting quite big, also
Boz Scaggs." Gideon and Power also
received mention because of its "revival soul" sounds.

results in carnival atmosphere
The tone of those first peace marches
was serious; speaker after speaker referred to the "atrocities" that America
was committing in Vietnam and the need
for ordinary Americans to assume the
responsibility of ending the war.

plea for money to help pay for the
march.
The only speakers who dealt solely
with the war and ways of stopping it
"right now," were active duty G.I.’s
and Vietnam veterans.
But response to any of the speakers,
no matter what their topic, was halfhearted.
The crowd saved most of
its enthusiasm for the rock bands.
Wine and beer bottles were passed from
hand to hand as were joints. Many of
But Saturday’s march was different the crowd responded to the mood of
from previous marches. The intensity the day and the sunny weather by takof the earlier peace movement was sim- ing off their clothes and dancing.
Balloons waved in the air, peddlers
ply not there.
With one exception speakers, though walked through the crowd selling plasalways careful to mention the war as tic peace flags and buttons, and the
the basic problem, branched out into stands which surrounded the half filled
Polo Field sold everything from Jesus
other subjects.
The prime topic was inflation, the A- to moritorium buttons.
bomb on Amchitka, the plight of farm
"What a carnival," was perhaps the
workers and labor, and even thecounter- most oftenly stated comments by those
who felt compelled to leave the Polo
culture were also touched on.
Between every speaker, there was a Grounds early.

News Analysis

Security reports
crime increase
By MARE SIMON
Daily Staff Writer
Crimes involving violence, a weapon,
or a threatening manner have risen
from zero last year to seven in the
past month.
This conclusion is drawn from crime
statistics and reports released last
week by the SJS Campus Security.
The Security report compared the
campus crime rate for October, 1971
to October, 1970.
Showing a sharp increase are the
crime areas of burglary and grand
There were eight burglaries
theft.
and six grand thefts (a theft of more
than $200) last month. This compares
with last year’s report of three burglaries and four grand thefts.
Petty thefts, on the other hand,
showed a marked decrease from 45
to 24.
Of the 24 thefts, 12 took place in
the campus dormitories.
The total monetary loss breaks down
like this: Burglaries, $2490; grand
theft, $3082; petty theft, $888.91.
The petty thefts mostly concerned
wallets, purses and billfolds. The

more costly crimes involved a high
incidence of stolen stereo sets.
What would appear to be growing
is not so much the crime rate but
rather the violence rate.
Not only have actual crimes of
violence shot up, but non-violent
crimes show a wide-open attitude.
The daring, out in the open, "try
and stop me", type of crime is now
extremely common.
Many of the petty thefts are of a
bold character. A victim will leave
his room for mere minutes and return to find his wallet gone.
The crimes of violence almost seem
defiant, especially the incidents of
assualts. In one case, a young man
trying to recover his books was severely beaten by several other people while bystanders looked on.
Another time, a woman was struck
in the side of the head, her assailant
allowed to walk away and no assistance offered to the woman.
The latest crime statistics indicate that this type of crime is
no longer a freak incident, but commonplace and becoming more so.

Steve Marley

Peace

Doves, the symbol of peace, were released
Saturday afternoon in the middle of the San

Francisco peace march in protest of the
Amchitka A-bomb test.
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Logic and Revolution

Bob Garioto

By William I’. Becker

aderiising manager
"A country, like an individual, has

All revolutions follow a similar
pattern, regardless of whether the
particular revolution in question
is a traditional revolution of the
economically oppressed (e.g., the
present Black, Chicano, and American Indian revolutions), or whether it be our own white middleclass revolution (The sexual revolution, the homosexual revolution,
the family revolution, the women’s
revolution and the religious revolution are all sub -revolutions or
"aftershocks" of the white middleclass revolution.)

olutionary movement is legitimate
(i.e., if indeed a society’s present fundamental premises, system, and goals contradict its real
needs), then the revolution will
usually succeed.
If it is legitimate and does not succeed, then
the society will crumble.
It is also important to remember
that a stable society opet ates systematically on the basis of one or
more fundamental premises. As
nearly as is possible, all the interconnected institutions within that
society operate consistently with
and in support of those premises.
A stable society is governed by
political moderates whose major
activities consist of tying up loose
ends within the system, and in

working toward goals consistent
with the fundamental premises of
l’am Strandberg
that system.
Let us suppose, hypothetically,
Bob Pellerin
as if is self-informed."
that a particular society accepts
Barbara F.Aans
that its primary goal is to make
j0,(141 K rug
war.
It must make war con--William Ellery Charming
Ben Heed
tinously for its survival. It folSte% PEE pi
lows that society will likely adopt
Cern. Me 1101111
a religion that condones and gloriNo.
29
Vol 59
fies war; it will teach the art of
making war in its schools; its
best
warriors will be its heros;
Staff Confluent
its literature and its art will
’glorify victory in war; its factories
and most facets of its economy
This and the following 2 columns
will produce stockpiles for war;
will trace the pattern of revits greatest research effort will
olutions. It is important to keep
be war research, and it will have
By BOB PELLERIN
in mind at the outset that if a rev out suffering legal or financial
a general for its President.
Hoover Institution Director W. discrimination.
Suppose further that the fundaGlenn-Campbell, of Stanford, says If a man is hired to teach psymental premise behind that sysCommunists shouldbe barred from chology and instead uses the classtem, and its primary goal of war,
university teaching.
is that there exists a scarcity of
room as a podium for his political
the material necessities of life
beliefs, then he can and should
But if he
(This has always been the foundarightfully be fired.
tion premise for. war), and that
Attorney Charles Garry says the teaches his psychology comonly certain societies can surpresiding judge in Huey Newton’s petently and reserves his political
vive the resultant struggle tor
trial cannot rule fairly because views for a Communist meeting
those necessities --namely the
he is a member of the "racist" elsewhere, then there is no reason for dismissal.
most warlike ones. Thus the sysElks Club.
same argument must be made
The
tem
and goals described follow
Ns
to protect the rights of a judge
from the premise.
oran
These strong beliefs emerged who might be a member of
Suppose also that something hapganization that excludes minfrom opposite ends of the political
pened to that society which caused
orities.
spectrum recently. But in essence,
the material necessities of life
There are a number of ways that
they are the same illogical and unto become plentiful --such that war
was no longer necessary to the
founded argument ---they are the man may be associated with
equally unsound.
the group and still not be a raccommon good of that society. In
He may be in the group
ist.
One basic assumption of our
fact, war was now detrimental to
within.
judicial system is that one is
trying to liberalize it from
the common good in that it was
not guilty merely because of the
He may have certain professional
maiming and killing the slciety’s
company he keeps.
contacts that he is cultivating. Or
best young men unnecessarily.
That assumption arose most
he may just enjoy the atmosphere
It seems sensible that such a
surely after the malicious Mcof the club.
society would quickly give up war
Carthy Era. The Supreme Court,
Whatever the case, we have no
and retool for peace.
relying on the inherent strengths
right keeping him from his proBut stop a moment and picture if
of the Constituion and Bill of
fession simply because he may
you can an entire society of men
Rights, ruled that men must be
meet with Elks Club members.
trained --conditioned, if you will -judged on their own merits. No
There are grounds for c:ismissthroughout all their institutional
mere association with any pering a judge from a certain case
superstructure to be warlike. You
son or group should prove guilt.
involving race. If we can prove
see the problem --much like an enHoover Institute Director Camphe has been overruled by higher
tire generation stuck with a syscases,
racial
bell claimed recently that Comcourts in previous
tem of sexual hangups they are
munists "have a great deal of
or if we can document some racist
convinced are hangups, but cantrouble being objective."
statements or actions by the man,
And
not easily shake off.
when asked directly whether Comthen we have a case against him.
In a revolution a more gradual
munists should be university
But his mere membership is no
transition takes place in steps,
teachers, Campbell said: "I would
grounds for action.
or stages.
just as soon they weren’t."
In this society we must abandon
In the next column, I will become
from
In this country we have come to
that
the easy prejudices
gin with a stable society (the sotreasure personal liberties. We
associations. We should instead
"That’ll teach those U.N. micro -nations a thing or two!"
ciety just discussed which has a
believe we are free to join any
judge individually each person’s
primary goal of war), and trace the
group or activity ---even an organmerits. Only then can we attain
steps that society takes as it
ization theoretically oriented to
the freedom for all which we are Staff Comment
moves into and through a revoluthe overthrow of the U.S.---withsincerely seeking.
tion, returning to stability under
a new system.
As I said earlier, a stable society
is governed by political moderates.
Therefore, the outline will trace
By Joe Caligaris
By MARK SIMON
closed, there were no prunes being the stages between one moderate
It all began when Reynard Skifdumped in front of him to squeeze reign and the next.
plosion was filmed so vividly.
"Gee daddy, is this where it was?"
fett, prune crusher at the local
the living daylights out of.
"Why the army even prepared
"Yes son, according to the hisPrune Juice Factory, forgot to vote
From then on, before Reynard
helicopters for special aerial
torical marker, it stood right here,
in the last national election.
left work at night, he would cram Staff Comment
shots, son. They got some pretty
in what is today known as the
Reynard had always been conextra prunes in his pockets and
good ones too."
Pacific Ocean."
scientious about his right to vote.
bring them all with him on Sat"Daddy, you mean like the pic"Wow! And people lived on there
urday and Sunday.
"Make them know I’m here," Reyture of the wave just smashing
and everything?"
nard was always fond of saying
His contrariness entered his polithat orange colored bridge? Daddy,
"That’s right son. They were a
while a mess of prunes were
tical life with a vengence. When
is that what you mean?"
legendary race full of wonders."
dumped in front of him.
the newly elected official asked
"No son, that came later after
"Did you know any of them,
"Man has a duty to exercise his
for the people to come together,
they blew up that island near
daddy?"
democratic power," he used to
Reynard went out and insulted his
Alaska. Suddenly, there was this
"No son, I was just your age
mutter as he gripped a prune fi rm neighbors.
big wave that just rolled over
when it happened. Strange though,
ly and squeezed the livinp dayWhen the new official pledged to
everything. Wait ’til you take your
By GARY RUBIN
a few surfers on LSD rode the
lights out of it. (Reynard s cobring peace to the world, Reynard
first California history class,
Every weekend and night, many
wave all the way into that hill.
workers
neighborhood
used
on
the
to
think
that
he was
declared war
you’ll see."
SJS students are being cheated by
There’s another historical marker
slightly strange for always
grocer and walked around wearing the restricted hours of the Health
"But daddy, why did they blow up
over there."
mumbling to himself, but they all
carbine rifles on each arm.
that island?"
Center.
"What are surfers, daddy?"
admitted that he was a helluva
When the new official pledged
"Son, it’s better to just have
Now open just Monday through
"Oh, they were just part of that
prune crusher.)
honorable peace at the cost of Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
faith.
Think of the fine fourth
legendary race, son."
However, to his extreme confour soldiers a week, Reynard was the Health Center needs to stay
of July post cards it made.
"Wow, neat! Tell me again how it
sternation, the upcoming election
stunned for a while. But he re- open during nights and also dur"Yep son, it sure was supposed to
happened, daddy?"
had indeed slipped by Reynard and
covered with a shooting petunia,
have been a strange place, Someing weekends to service the 13,000
"It was spectacular, son. They
accurate from 50 yards.
how, California just isn’t the same for the first time he had not
students who live in the dorms
even had reruns on prime time.
registered his opinion.
Next election time, Reynard was and apartments around the camwithout it.
Of course, you weren’t born then
The election still went off as
ready. The now incumbent offi- pus.
"Well son, we’d better walk back
son, but they still show film clipcial won by a landslide but Reyinto Phoenix. Your mother scheduled, thanks to a lot of other
There is a great need to keep the
pings around July fourth. It’s a
people not forgetting. A candidate
nard stood outside the poll booth center opened, for many students
tribute to mankind that the ex
probably has dinner ready."
still won, a candidate still lost.
mouthing obscenities at those who are sick or injured during the
Not just by one vote, but by several
went in to vote.
weekend.
thousands of votes.
The sight of a man, prunes stuffed
I found this out two weeks ago,
Reynard’s not voting had little or
in his pockets, mouthing obscen- when I was hurt playing football
no appreciable effect on the elecities, caught the eye of the local during a Saturday afternoon.
tion.
newspaper editor and the next day
Because the Health Center was
This shattered Reynard. He folReynard’s picture made the front closed, I had to go to the San
lowed the election returns that
page of the home edition. Rey- Jose County Hospital, where I
night on television, shaking as he
nard was famous.
had stitches taken above my eye.
saw the entire proceedings come
Moral: The system never notices Last Thursday, I found out how
off without a hitch and without his
if you are there, it only notices much this injury cost ---a cool $66
vote.
when you are gone.
for doctor fees, hospital, and reHe stayed up all night, well past
moval of stitches.
his bed time, staring at the test
The infuriating fact of the matpattern of the station he was viewter is that it would have cost me
ing.
nothing, had this happened in dayServing the San lose State College Commundy Since 1931
By dawn he had under9one a
time during the week.
Second
class postage paid at San Jose. CatilOrnia
A certain slytransformation.
But my case is the rule, not the
Member of California Newspaper Publishers ASSOCi
ness crept into his usually open
liOn and the associated Press Published daily by San
exception.
Many students have
Jose Slate College. except Saturday and Sunday, during
demeanor.
found that they have to pay exthe college year The opintOM expressed herein are not
He had decided to become connecessanly Mose of the Associated Students, the College
pensive medical costs when in
Administration, Or the DeDis eeeee nt Of -101.11WiliSns and
trary. Not revolutionary, or irate
reality they are paying money for
Advertising Subscriptions accepted only on a remain
der of semester basis Full aCaderniC year. $9, each
or difficult. Reynard had never
the Health Center itself.
semester, $4 SO
Off campus price per ropy, 10 cents
been difficult. (How difficult can
Persons who attend night classes
Phone 294 6414
Editorial ext 2383
Advertising p.1
it be to be a prune crusher?)
2081
Press of Folger Publications Inc , Union City
exclusively are hurt just as bad
All arter les desegnated as editorials reflect the ma
Merely contrary.
sorely opinron of the editorial board
since they have no access to the
All other opinions
expressed are the views at the indwidual writer or ear
He didn’t go to work the next
Health Center at all, yet they too
looms?
Instead, he reported
two days.
are paying for that service.
Ift3.MVIck.A.1
dolor
Pam Strandberg
on Saturday and Sunday, normally
It is about time that the SJS
Adver trung Manager
Bob Gar lobo
the days the plant is closed. At
Bob Peller in
Managing Editor
Health Center became a fulltime
vans
Barbara
E
dolor
E
News
a
problem.
first this presented
operation. Most students just can’t
Joyce areeg
City
&tor
With the Pr une Jui ce Factory
Ben Reed
E law
Ass.
afford skyrocketing medical costs.
editorial board

dignity and power only in proportion

Guilt by association

News Views

Prune crusher crushed

Health--a 24
hour matter

Sparlan

"I stole this bike from Seventh Street.
Where did you steal yours?"
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Faire scouting
artist merchants

Campus Review
By ERIC SCHATMEIER
Neither Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke nor San
Francisco State College President S.I. Hayakawa
are men who must worry about their images among California college students.
Both Dumke and Hayakawa would be naive to
expect any kind of hero worship from students,
who don’t easily forget past ideological confrontations.
Both these men, however have a right to expect
some gratitude from about 800 SFS college students who earned up to one full year of college
credit largely through the two administrators’ efforts.
The credit, which will allow some students to
complete their education in three years instead of
the usual four, was made possible by the College
Level Examination Program, (CLEP) a battery
of tests which Hayakawa and Dumke are responsible for.
The program, which eonsisted of five tests carrying six units of credit for each one passed, enabled students to acquire up to 30 units, equivalent to one year’s work.
CLEP is to be administered nationally by the
College Examination Board, but it is still in the
experimental stages at SFS. In August and September, when the tests were first administered, they
were free but they now carry a $10 fee.
The first examination was taken by 873 students
and 331 passed all five tests. All but 51 received
some credit.
The program is an effort to "get away from the
lockstep in education," according to Florence
Schwartz, assistant to the dean of Undergraduate
Studies at SFS.
"It was desgined for the older person going back
to college," she said. "It will afford more options
to more people. . .we don’t know what the long
range effects will be."
The program also holds the possibility of lessening the cost of a college education to both the
student and the state.
.There is some danger that the program’s units
will not be recognized by other schools for transferring or for fulfilling their requirements, but students can insure credit by advance planning. In
any case the units are legitimate at SFS.

Federal job
test dates set

The U.S. Civil ServIn addition to providice Commission recent- ing details about the
ly announced three test types of jobs that will
dates for 1972 summer be filled through the najobs in federalagencies. tionwide test, the anCandidates who apply noucement contains infor the test before Dec. formation on other sum3, 1971, will be tested mer jobs that will be
on January 8, 1972. filled through merit proThose who apply before cedures administered by
Jan. 7 will be tested individual federal agenThose who cies. The Commission
Feb. 12.
apply before Feb. 2 will reports that last year
be tested March 11. Ap- more than 22,000 jobs
plic ations postmarked were filled through such
after Feb. 2 will not be procedures.
accepted.
The Commission urges
Complete instructions candidates to apply early
for filing and informa- for maximum considtion on federal summer ration and emphasizes
job opportunities are that the number of jobs
contained in Civil Serv- available through the
ice announcement num- test will be extremely
ber 414, Summer Jobs small in proportion to
in Federal Agencies.
the number of competiThe announcement is tors.
available in the SJS
According to commisPlacement Office, any sion figures, last year
major post office, or 157,485 persons were
from the U.S. Civil Serv- tested and only 12,600
ice Commission, Wash- received jobs through
ington. D.C., 20415.
the exam.

The Fantasy Faire

Gail Rapnnut

the Tax Reform Act of
1969 and other recent
tax legislation.
Participants will be
allowed to ask specific
questions.
The seminar costs $15
to cover lunch and a
portfolio of tax information. Additional information is available from
the Accounting Department, School of Business, San Jose State College, San Jose 95114.
Checks should be made
payable to "SJSC foundation- -Ask the IRS."

Vidal to speak
Mirta Vidal, women’s
liberation and anti -war
advocate, will be the featured speaker at Monday’s Young Socialist
Alliance meeting at 7:30
p.m. in the C.U. Almaden Room.

Ms. Vidal is scheduled
to speak on the war in
Vietnam and its relation to the Chicano
movement and the Third
World in general.
Ms. Vidal is a student
at Queens College in New
York.

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

Apartment locks
best investment
By MARVIN SNOW
Daily Feature Writer
It was once a popularly -held opinion that
books were a college
student’s cheapestinvestment.
Now it may be a new
lock for the apartment.
Stereos, skis, wallets,
typewriters and other
personal items have disappeared from apartment that were locked.
Either the locks are
easy to pick, or the
wrong people get hold of
keys.
Security experts agree
that the student concerned with security
should insist on having
his door lock changed
before moving in.
Robert Atkins, a manager of the Spartan Book
Store, which carries security equipment, said.
"We are now selling
more expensive casehardened chains and
locks than ever before."
The book store has
broadened its line of
locks from the small
chain and combination
style to locks for the
home, desks and special
case-hardened locks for
bicycles.
One lock, costing
$10.95, is designed to
lock a stereo or typewriter to a table or
board. Use of this lock

The Residence Hall’s
Activities Council will
hold an academic honors
banquet Tuesday, at 4:30
p.m. in the Dining Commons.
The banquet is being
held in honor of approximately 100 returning
students who lived in
the dormitories last semester.
The students
achieved at least a 3.25
GPA while carrying at
least 12 units.
Dr. Phillip Persky,
professor of English and
foreign student adviser,
will be the guest speaker. He will speak on the
educational value of travel.
Honored guests will
include Hobert Burns,
0
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nationally
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HANGING SHIRTS
8 8 soldto notionally
’15.95

Long Sieve 3
old nationelly to
’10.95
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WOOL SLACKS
Fine all wo log

clocks In
""988
flair & straight leg model:

1 FREE SLACKS
SHOES
Special group 111(Knit t Included) Your choice of
free pair of slacks sold
4 enoi...11,
to 29.50 with
of any sport
$129 thecootpurchase
at the

%MUM

MI6

AT SATHER GATE

UN IVERSIn
MEN’S SHOPS
Est. 1927

Daily till 6 pm
I I So. 2nd St.
Thurs till 9 pm
(Corner of Santa Clara St.)

$1,200.

A group of candle
makers grossed $100.
Many students did their
Christmas shopping at
the Faire last year,
Miss Ford said.
Last year’s Faire was
held over three extra
days.
This year’s Fake will
no less successful, she
believes, in spite of the
controversy over sponsorship.
It is scheduled to run seven days,
she said, but may be
held over.
Last year’s Faire "exceeded our wildest expectations," said Carl
Foster, co-chairman of
SCIP.

Scorpio and Schlitz Malt Liquor.
They both come on bold.
No one can resist the forceful, dynamic personality of
Scorpio. No one (not even Scorpio) can resist the dynamic.
good taste of Schlitz Malt Liquor, bearing the sign of
Taurus the Bull.
Scorpio, you are the sexiest, most magnetic sign in the
Zodiac, but you may tend to shun the world and live secretly. However,
if you show any sign of welcome, people flock to your door. So call a
few Pisces and Cancer friends and show them a real sign of
welcome ... Taurus the Bull.
Your piercing Scorpio eyes will tell you, Schlitz Malt Liquor is not to be
taken lightly. It’s decidedly different from beer. True, you’re cagey
enough to know that Taurus comes on bold. But look out, it may
surprise even you.
Nobody mokes molt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

academic vi c e -president; Robert S. Martin,
dean of student services
and activities; Paul
Sakamoto, associate
dean of studert services
and activities; Miss
Berniece Ryan, housing
director, and Cordell
Koland, assistant housing director.

* NOW OPEN *
State Book Shop’s

ECONOMY ANNEX
Over 5,000 LIYABooks
c Come In
&Browse

spc to 99

State Book Shop
389 S. First, S.1. CY1-4791

1971 Jos. :aohlitz Brewing Co , Mtlwauhee ana ot,,er great mi.

PERMANENT PRESS
00
SLACKS $
Sold
tilundreds

of pairs In
sollds,stripes end patterns

Besides fun there will
be profit. Last year a
glass-blowing booth
grossed approximately

Honors banquet
set for dorms

HANG-UP
SPECIALS

VAUGHN DISCOUNT PRICE

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

can be removed by kicking the door open or by
use of fingers and a
hook.
Bolting the door, not
with a spring -loaded
bolt but with an old manual type, will make it
harder to keep people
from breaking in.
"Locks won’t keep
burglars out," said Jerry Green, an SJS student and president of a
security systems consultant firm in Mountain
View, "but they will
make the thief hesitate
to break in. He won’t
have the time."
Noise is often the
thief’s worst enemy. A
loud noise in a quiet
area alerts people who
call police. A burglar
alarm is effective against all but the smash and grab crooks, unless
the burglar has found
some way to circumvent
the electrical system.

ir STUDENTS
-9( FACULTY 4(
4( EMPLOYEES 44
VAUGHN’S

1(4(00 WHO DEVROPNEG & OOWTOW
KODACHROW MOVIES & WINS

6

will require some drilling on the student’s table.
Another lock is designed to keep burglars
from entering the
ground-floor windows
that slide on a track.
Costing 99 cents, this
small piece of metal fits
into the runners, blocking the slide path of the
window. The lock can be
moved back to allow a
few inches of sliding
area for fresh air fiends.
Still another type of
lock is available for
those who share a two bedroom apartment and
want privacy.
This lock is just two
pieces of metal hinged
in the middle. A stationary part screws into the door jamb, leaving the other half visible when the door is
closed.
One merely has to
swing that piece until
it drops into the slot.
The door is locked and
will not open regardless
of how much force is
used short of a fire axe.
Many put their faith
into the regular door
lock and the extra chain,
but anyone, with the right
tools, can pick a lock.
Once the lock is picked
and the door opened a few
inches, the chain lock

artists to market their
wares in this year’s
Faire, to be held in the
College Union 1) e c ember 7 through 15, cochairman Pam Ford
said Thursday.
Artists may register
Monday through Friday
from 1 to 4 p.m. in the
Program Board Office
on the third level of the
College Union by filling
out an application.
Because of the jurisdictional battle over who
will sponsor the Faire,
the Associated Students
and Student Community
Involvement Program
(SCIP) have agreed that
the same people will
run the Faire, no matter who eventually wins
the sponsorship.
Bill
Becker, co-chairman of
SCIP, said.
The items to be sold
and their prices mustbe
included in the application, Miss Ford said.
Last year such things
as leatherwork, c a n dies, jewelry andmac-rame were sold.
A flat fee of two dollars will be charged students for the entire
Faire and five dollars
for others.
An additional percentage of the
merchants’ profits will
not be required as was
last year.
Fees will go towards
establishing an Art Department work-study
scholarship, the chairman said.
Table space is limited
to probably 54 tables,
so Miss Ford encouraged early registration.
"Last year we had a
waiting list of merchants," she said.
Quality of merchandise and low price will
determine who is given
space.
"A jury will
decide," she said.

ATTENTION!

24 HOUR SERVICE

SOS, f IRST ST Downtown San lose
10114 I INGOI N AVE Willow Glen
56 VALLEY FAIR Shopping GenteE
119 UNIVERSITY AVE Palo Alto

Music for free

Ron Davis (guitar) and Jimmy Smith (flute), get it on for
free in front of the Journalism and Advertising building. The duet contributed to the somewhat relaxed atmosphere of the Spartan Daily Thursday, by serenading students in the building and passerby in an informal jam
session.

Tax meeting
set Nov. 20
The Accounting Department of the SJS School of
Business is accepting
applications for a seminar entitled, "Ask the
IRS:
A Tax Institute
for Practitioners,"
scheduled for Nov. 20
at 7:45 a.m. in the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The seminar, co-sponsored by the Department
of Accounting and the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS), will feature tax
experts from San Francisco’s IRS district answering questions about

Miss Ford, chairman of
the first Fantasy Faire
last December, is cochairman of this year’s
event with Bill Moskin.
"The Faire will be the
same this year as it
was last year, only bigger," she said.
All three levels of the
C.U. will be used instead of only one.
The concept of the Fantasy Faire is to give
craftsmen an outlet, and
students access to quality, hand-crafted works
all in a festive atmosphere. We want people to enjoy it," she said.
Merchants and buyers
will be encouraged to
wear costumes, and
musicians will be able to
put on "s p o n taneous"
performances, the cochairman said.

is

scouting for merchant -
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Troupe performs ’music and magic’
[sing no costumes or sets, the i ire troupe relies on 20 musical instruments including acoustical
guitar, electric bass, recorder, piano, organ,
french horn, trombone and harmonica --"but not
all at once," Lee Kopp grins.
Yer Basic, etc., has been adapting its style and
material during the last year and a half for a possible television series.
"Our main problem, now that we have our material together," explains Kopp, "is to find a
TV station that will let us do what we want in our
own way."
"Variety -fantasy" is the format for the halfhour show called "The Secret Place." It involves
most of the material the group is now working
with, including stories, songs and skits.
All four members of the group have attended
or are presently attending SJS and all have con -

By JOYCE McCALLISTER
Yer Basic Phantasy Company is nota misspelled
name for the man who brings the "happiness in
a pipe."
It’s three men and one woman who are dedicated
to the idea of bringing the live theater, with all
its laughter, movement, music and magic, to the
public.
It’s Dennis Collins Johnson, Pamela Simmons
Bebe, Lee Kopp and Bil Kelsey who try to create
a general audience show filled with stories, songs,
mimes, rhymes and transitions "tastefully arranged and presented with love."
The group started in 1966 as the Storytellers with
just Pam and Dennis acting out stories for elementary school assemblies. The company still
works with children a great deal, but has also expanded to adult material and original music.
Pi. It

Flick
discusses
’The (0:

4.
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’Wildcat’ blows its cool
Steam powered trains had
their heyday around the turn
of the century and provided
the major source of transportation for the people liv-

Steve Marley

ing at that time. The Billy
Jones Wildcat Railroad at
Oak Meadow Park in Los
Gatos is a little hangover
from this nostalgic era.

Wildcat Railroad

By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Feature Writer
The Billy Jones Wildcat Railroad at Oak
Meadow Park near Vasona Park in Los Gatos
is a tiny reminder of
early days in railroading when steam was
king.
Tiny is no misnomer,
for the train’s engine is
an authentic steam engine, one-third the size
of the giant steam engines that provided
transportation for folks
living at the turn of
the century.
This miniature steam
engine made its debut in
Santa Clara County in
1939, but has only recently been preserved
for posterity at Oak
Meadow Park by volunteer members of the
Los Gatos community.
The Billy Jones Wildcat Railroad courses a
one-half mile of track
at the park.
Almost
any Saturday or Sunday
during the school year,
youngsters can be seen
scrambling eagerly into
the train’s cars as its
engine purrs, anxiously
: waiting to take them on
its three -and -a -half
minute ride.
This miniature steam
engine was built in 1905
by Johnson’s Machine
Works in Los Angeles.
The engine -building job
was contracted by a
Southern California
realtor who later used
the train to transport
his clients around saleable tracts of land in
Venice, Calif.
Although Venice is now
a suburb of Los Angeles,
in 1905 it was landscaped with canals and
bridges similiar to the
ones in Venice, Italy.
The minature steam
engine chugging lazily
on narrow gauge track

around Venice lent considerable charm to the
place’s landscape.
The train was used for
the realtor’s commercial purposes until 1925,
at which time it mysteriously disappeared and
was not seen again for
nearly 14 years.
In 1939 the antique
steam engine was discovered in a junkyard
in San Francisco by a
Santa Cruz train buff,
a man named Billy
Jones.
Jones, a Southern Pacific railroad engineer,
recognized the unique
little train, bought it
for $100, and then took
it home with him. He
started to assemble the
"Wildcat" engine and to
lay the track that would
later encircle his 9 acre orchard.
With help from his
friends, Jones assembled his track from bits
and pieces of scrap
track he found at old
deserted mining sites
in the mountains. The
cars on the train are
from the 1915 PanAmerican exhibition
that was held in San
Francisco.
The first round trip of
the Billy Jones Wildcat Railroad at Jones’
orchard was completed
in 1947.
Jones ran the "Wildcat" engine, nicknamed
after the cats that used
to roam the Santa Cruz
Mountains behind Los
Gatos, for the children
of that town until his
death in 1968.
A few years before he
died, Jones offered his
Wildcat Railroad to the
city of San Jose to run
at Kelly Park at Story
and Senter roads. San
Jose refused the offer
because the city felt the
train would cost more

money to run than it was
worth.
Then in 1968 Los Gatos
citizens, wishing to
carry on the tradition
Jones had started on
his farm, incorporated
the Billy Jones Wildcat
Railroad into a non-profit California corporation.
The train was purchased from Jones’
heirs and members of
surrounding communities volunteered
hundreds of hours, dollars and materials to
reconstruct the railroad at Oak Meadow
Park.
Members of Alpha Phi
Omega, a service fraternity at SJS, donated
many hours helping ballast (anchor tracks with
rock) and lay track for
the railroad.
Then on July 26, 1970
the Billy Jones Wildcat
Railroad, Inc. officially
started to chug.
The train runs six days
a week, during summer
months, but when school
begins it only runs on
weekends. It closes
down four months during the year for maintenance and repairs.
A picture of the Billy
Jones Railroad appears
on the cover of this
year’s Los Gatos phone
directory.
As Myron
Alexander, realtor and
member of the board for

EUROPE

$220. - $275. R.T.
F’rom West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
FlightsAll Year Long
Flights Also Available
to.lsrael and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
MEP- SJSC Members
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the railroad said "It
adds a little bit of nostalgia" to the Los Gatos
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Steven R. Flick, author and graduate of SJS,
will read segments of
his award -winning book,
"The C.O.," today at
2:30 in the C.U. Guadalupe Room. Sponsored
by The Reed workshop,
it is open to the public.
His book is about a
conscientious objector
involved in the possibility of making ideals
work in our culture. The
author uses elements of
insanity and politics in
getting his pointacross.
Flick started the book
as a project in Marion
Robinson’s creative
writing class three and
a half years ago. Now,
with only the final draft
to complete, portions of
the book have already
been published by "100
Flowers," aStanford
magazine.
Telling about his book,
Flick said, "The point,
I suppose, is that there
are two kinds of madness, one which is voluntary and the other
which is not.
A 1971 graduate of the
New College with a B.A.
in liberal arts, Flick
has earned three fellowships. In 1970, he received the Wallace Steger Fellowship to study
at Stanford and the
Book -of-the- Month
Fellowship to complete
his book.

Tiny engine steams again

studied and performed as a classical pianist.
He acted in SJS theater productions of "Pygmalion," "The Boyfriend," and "Harvey."
He also gained notoriety for his six -year run
as the resident outlaw/stuntman at Frontier Village Amusement Park in San Jose.
Twenty -three -year -old Lee Kopp has worked
in nearly all areas of entertainment. He was
a stage director for the Santa Clara County Fair
Association and has also worked as a set designer, sound mixer and lighting technician.
Yer Basic Phantasy Company is finishing a
sound track for a feature length film called "The
Plastic Fantasy of Primo Afgani."
They have also made several Bay Area television appearances and have cut a TV special
of their own on Berkeley cable television entitled "A Da’, in the Park."

tributed to the college’s fine arts program.
Dennis Johnson, 24, has worked as an actor,
choreographer, dancer, stuntman, singer, songwriter and even as an ice cream maker. He has
choreographed musical comedies, ballets, jazz
and modern dances.
In 1968, Johnson traveled to the Orient with a
USO production of "Guys and Dolls." He has also
played major roles in "The Learned Ladies,"
"The Wedding," and "USA."
Pam Bebe, 25 and just married, is the "balancing
point" of the group. She graduated from SJS with
a secondary credential in drama and English anda
degree in psychology.
She has done musical directions for several
children’s productions and musical comedies.
Bil Kelsey, 35, has a wide and varied background
For 18 years he
in the entertainment field.
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CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
AyNE 30.

1971

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
JUNE 30,

We hove examined the statement of financial condition of
Campus Organisations of San Jose State College for the year
ended June 30, 1971.
Our examination was mede In accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly
included such tests of the etCcountIng records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.

1971

We have examined the statement of financial condition of the
Associated Students of San Jose State College for the year
ended Jug,* 30. 1971.
Our examination was made In accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly
included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying statement of financial
position presents fairly the financial position of Campus
Organixat ions of San Jose State College at June 30. 1971, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
consistent with that of the preceding year.

In our opinion, the accompanying statement of financial
position presents fairly the financial position of the
Associated Students of San J.40 State College at June SO, 1971,
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
consistent with that of the preceding year.
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MILS
CURRENT ASSETS:

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash
Accounts

$107,474

Cash
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses

11,021
LLIN

507.61
receivable

rixo Amyl .

INIIICurrent Assets

Total Current Assets

S

AT COST

112.15.2

Total

5122.74

77,200

5119.997

FIXED ASSETS - AT COST
Total

Assets

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
LIABtLitiES AND FUND BALANCES
Accounts payable

CURRENT LIASILITIES,
Contracts payable
accounts payable
Total

5 4,787
__2211
Current Liabilities

FUND BALANCES:

$

12,014

FUND BALANCES
General Fund
Designated Fund
Plant Fund

General Fund
Designated Fund
auxiliary Actls:tles Fund
Plant Fund
Agency Fund

S 25,504
44,469
1_21.1.n

5

1,721
125
31.741
1,092
81 ’1_1.
U-211.2

Total

LlabllitleS and Fund Balances

2112aLl
Total

Liabilities and Fund Bel aces

The accompanying notes are an Integral part of the financial statement.

I.

Included In Income of the lot
Ileglete football program
Is 1140,000 representing adynnc. received from San Jose
State College during the fiscal year ended AO* 30, 1311.
The.. advent,. are to be repaid not of future resources of
the intercollegiate football program with no Present
specified due data.

2. Campus Organisations has been reported In prior years as a
California State College AuvIllary Organisation: however.
we have been informed that Campus Organisations In itself IS
not a recognised auxiliary organIsetion of the California
State College
, and, accordingly, do not so designate
In the flnancIal statements as of June 50. 1071.
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Spartans massacreAztecsA 5-7
By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Sports Editor
Hernando Cortes conquered the Aztecs in
SJS conquered
1513.
the Aztecs last Saturday. Both were merciless massacres.
Displaying a tenacious,
fired up defense, the
Spartans obliteratedSan
Diego State, 45-7 raising their PCAA record
to 3-1 and improving
their chances for a berth
in the Pasadena Bowl.
The victory, the worst
defeat the once high and

might Aztecs have experienced since 1960,
coupled with Long Beach
State’s weekend romp
over Fresno, put the
Spartans in a virtual tie
in the PCAA.
Long Beach (4-1) and
Fresno (3-1) each have
a single conference conThe
test remaining.
49ers meet San Diego,
Fresno plays UOP, and
SJS tackles Santa Barbara later in the season.
Although the high point
total indicates an over -

Tenacious SJS defense leads win;
Otis Cooper tallies three times
powering offensive performance, the win was
actually a triumph for
the defense.
Besides stymying San
Diego’s vaunted attack,
the defensive unit con-

tinually forced Aztec
mistakes, setting the offense up with perfect
field position time and
again.
Funble recoveries and
interceptions directly

led to three SJS touchdowns plus a Larry
Barnes field goal. The
Aztecs were nailed for
minus 49 yards rushing, as the blitzing backers and front lines

Aztecs humbled

’Greatest win ever’-King
By GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer
The contrast was
frightening.
The San Diego Aztecs,
accustomed to winning,
trudged sullenly to their
dressing room, while
just less than 15 yards
away, the SJS locker
room, was reverberating to the cheers of
"we’re number one," as
coach Dewey King addressed his troops.
The shouting of the
Spartans, must have
been heard by the downcast Aztecs, signalling
perhaps the end of domination by one school,
and the beginning of one
by a now -charged up

Spartan team that de- was voted "player of
molished the Aztecs, the game."
King explained the
45-7.
"This has to be our three things the Sparbiggest win in the three tans planned to do in
years I’ve been here," their game plan.
"In terms "It was in the game plan
said King.
of recruiting, for the to double -cover their
Spartan Foundation, for wide receivers, cover
everything, this is the the draw plays, get to
Sipe, and hit him hard."
greatest.
The game plan worked
"I’ve maintained," continued King, "that we to perfection, as Sipe and
have been coming along, his understudy Bill
and I knew that some Donckers were dropped
game, we would put it seven times, and the San
together on both offense Diego rushing offense
showed a minus 49
and defense."
So total was the Spar- yards.
On offense, King said
tan defensive domination of the Aztec’s that the Spartans had
vaunted passing attack, planned on running dithe entire defensive unit rectly at the San Diego

line.
"I challenged them as
a team, all week during
practice to run at San
Diego," stated King.
"This was our basic offensive game plan."
The victorious Spartan
coach had nothing but
praise for Aztec head
coach Don Coryell and
his team.
"I have the greatest respect for coach Coryell,
but in fairness to him
and his team, they don’t
have the material they

had two years ago.
"We knew they were
going to pass, because
they just have no running attack whatsoever."
Outside the closed San
Diego locker room,
Coryell said simply,
"The San Jose team
played very well, we
didn’t think they would
blitz so much, but they
blocked very hard and
played very hard," and
that is what you have to
do."

sacked San Diego’s
Brian Sipe and Bill
Donckers behind the line
of scrimmage seven
times.
Deservedly, the defensive player of the game
honors went to the entire unit. Outstanding
individual efforts, however, were turned in by
linebackers Bill Brown
(18 tackles, fumble recovery) and Dave Chaney (13 tackles)who simply played like maniacs’.
Defensive ends Bruce
Porter (13 stops, a fumble and an interception)
and John McMillen (seven tackles plus an interception for a TD) also had their best games
of the year.
Halfback Otis Cooper, a
team co -captain who has
played in the shadow of
Lawrence Brice all
year, scored three
times on runs of 31,
eight, and one yard giving him six scores on
the year. Cooper picked
up 93 yards on 19
carries.

Brice was sidelined
throughout the contest
with a shoulder injury.
After their opening
drive sputtered deep in
SOS-territory, the
Spartans moved 40
yards in six plays for
the game’s first tally.
A 32 yard pass interference penalty to the
Aztec one was the key
play.
On the opening play of
the second stanza, one
of the season’s most
incredible plays took
place.
Sipe faded to
throw from the SJS 25,
was rushed and fumbled.
The ball was then unintentionally kicked and
batted 48 yards down
field by scrambling
players from both teams
before Porter recovered on the Aztec 27.
Four plays later quarterback Dave Ellis
snuck in from the one.
The bumbling Aztecs

continued handing the
ball to the Spartans,
fumbling on their ten
the next time they had
possession.
The attack stalled, but
Barnes kicked a 29 yard
field goal and it was
17-0 at half.
Early in the third guar ter, Ellis hit a wide
open Eric Dahl slanting
across the middle. The
fleet end went all the
way untouched, completing a 65 yard pass
play that ended all Aztec hope.
Cooper scored twice
more and McMillen
picked off a pass in the
flat, travelling 53 yards
for his TD to finish the
SJS scoring

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
ee Cur . in t e
Journal of Accountancy
Becker CPA Review Course
SAN FRANCISCO
415 711 4395
SAN JOSE
4082510446

10% DISCOUNT
Mall students with ASH cards and faculty

Foreign Car Service Center

We Front end work
do: Body and fender
Custom engine
Transmissions Brakes

Upholstery
Radios
Overhauls
Tune-ups

’DOWNTOWNS ONLY COMPLETE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

Free Loaners Available

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

3755 Markel

4 blocks from screed
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IF YOU THINK EUROPE
WAS CHEAP THIS SUMMER,
YOU SHOULD SEE IT THIS WINTER.

Dave Thurber

Jeff EorioSpartanwater
poloist dives after a loose
ball during a recent contest.
After completing their regular sea son undefeated,

coach Lee Walton’s crew is
preparing for the PCAA and
NCAA playoffs later this
month.

Poloists complete
undefeated season
By
BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
It was inevitable that
the SJS water polo team
would finish the season
undefeated. As inevitable as death and taxes.

Swimmers
set meeting
The SJS men’s swim
team will hold it’s
first meeting of the
year, tonight at 7:30
at the men’s pool.
According to head
coach Mike Monsees,
the season schedule
and workouts will be
discussed and all
prospective swimmers and divers
should attend the
meeting.
Although the team
has finished last in
the PCAA for the last
two years, Monsees
hopes the squad will
show improvement over the previous seasons with a new
coaching staff.

HEED CASH?
If you ocidolly ovilr
deirf your rho k ingocounl
you can still N. coord
Bank of America’s
ow
INSTAN1 CASH orvicvvill
I up ply you wi th on ergot y
cah
virlon you nififd it.
Call
294-5420,
est 479
Bank of Arne," NTASA
Pamber FDIC

IL

$190

Big splash

Even on their worst
days there was always
a feeling the season
couldn’t end any other
way.
It ended that way Saturday night at Fresno,
as the Spartans beat the
Bulldogs 12-8, concluding the season 15-0, still
no. 1 in the country.
The Fresno victory was
third in a weekend of
wins.
The first, Friday against Chico state
(12-5), followed by a
24-4 triumph over San
Francisco State, Friday
night.
Terming hisplayers
"supermen," coach Lee
Walton had earlier predicted the Spartans’
success saying, "We expect to win these three
games, but our real concern is the upcoming
PCAA championships."
The Spartans dominated the scoring in all
three contests with the
only real challenge
coming from Fresno

who managed to score
five goals in the final
quarter.
Chico held the Spartans
to a 3-3 score at the
half, but SJS broke the
tie in the third quarter
with four goals followed
by four more in the final quarter.
The game with San
Francisco gave Walton
an opportunity to utilize
many of his less experienced players.
There was a consistency
of team scoring with
nearly every player in
the field scoring at some
point in the game.
With the season’s end,
the team now prepares
for the PCAA championships to be held at Santa
Barbara, Nov. 19-20.
The Spartans conference record should give
them a seeding advantage for the championships, according to Walton.
Last season SJS
finished second in the
conference.
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RAMSEY CLARK
Former U.S. Attorney General
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Spec al E coat, Committee
a non-profit student organization

For your next holiday you can be in London for $190. Rome $199. Paris
$200. Or Greece $268.
These are just some of TWAs low round trip fares for youths between the
ages of 12 and 25.
Who knows how much longer they’ll be in effect, so for more details call
TWA.
And to help you save money when you’re on vacation, send for TWAs new
Getaway* Kit.
It’s free and it will tell you where you can get...

BED, BREAKFAST AND SIGHTSEEING
FOR ONLY $4.30 A DAY.
Only TWA offers you the Stutelpass* It is a book of vouchers you can buy
for 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. days for just $4.30 a day.
Each voucher entitles you to a bed, breakfast and sightseeing in 50 European Cities. No advance reservations necessary.
The kit also tells you where to...

RENTACAR FOR JUST $3.65 A DAY.
In over 15 European Cities, you can drive a car all around the city for just
per kilometer.
$3.65 a day, plus gas and 4‰t
And how to save money with...

SPECIAL SKI TOURS.
TWA has some ofthe lowestpriced ski tours toVail, Aspen, and Steamboat.
Or if you want to ski the Alps, take a TWA tour. It saves you over 50% of
the cost of travelling alone.
The kit also tells you how to get a...

GETAWAY CARD.
You’ll receive an application blank. There’s no minimum income requirement. And no yearly maintenance fee.
Use your Getaway Card to charge airfare, Stutelpasses, tours, almost
everything. And then take up to two years to pay.
Now what’s even easier than getting away for the holidays, is getting a
Getaway Kit.
Just use the coupon.
ITWA, P.O. Box 402, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Send all the information you have on bargain
vacations in Europe and the U.S.A. to:
Name

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21st AT lpm
USE Memorial Gymnasium. Golden Gate nor Moonic
Georal $2.00 olvancit ($2 50 al door)
Student $1.00 advanc 191 SO at door)
Tickets &reliable at all Macy ’s, all Tickeron, San Francisco Sle
Crotty. Ails Bo Offic, UC Berkley Committee for Arts and e’
Lolurs, Moford Tretssidar, ASUSE Ticket Offoc
5411 Orders USF Special Events Committee
Inforoolion 752 1000 Est 356 or 752-0955

Address

TICKETS

City

State

Spree, mark.tio nrd .111111,,iIs Its

TWA

Zip Code
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’House’
approval
nears

Jim Walker

weepaga,
Talking it over

The "family -1 i k e" atmosphere of New College is most
conducive to informal disSeminars
cussion groups.
and general rap sessions are
an important part of the

learning process. New College students are free to
direct their educational goals
in an infinite number of directions.

New College not
haven for freaks
By STEVE Z1GLER
Daily Staff Writer
A congenialairof
warmth and welcome
greeted me on my recent
visit to New College.
The building on East
San Carlos street headquarter for New College was packed with
students and faculty
reading the many posted events on the bulletin board and generally
just rapping with one
another.
The feeling of family
togetherness was my
immediate reaction to
the former residential
dwelling place as! stood
there enjoying the
vibes.
Contrary to the common misconceived notion, New College is not
a hangout for "freaks"
that do "anything but
study."
New College is the little known branch that
caters to students who
feel they can receive a
more meaningful education through a selfmotivated program directed toward their own
area of interest, than
taking courses at SJS
or any other "traditional" college.
In comparing New College to "regular"
classes, senior John
Hellyer noted the involvement of New College students in the subject matter they learn
from. "Students do sociology while learning
it," he commented.
Whether the program
of study is directed tow a r dcommunity involvement, day-care
centers or prison reform, New College is
the instrument by which
students can achieve a
meaningful education
through their own inter-

ests.
Establishedin1968,
New College was the
brainchild of Dr. Hobert
W. Burns, then acting
He
president of SJS.
is now academic vice
president.
At the request of Dr.
Burns, a group of students, faculty and administrators drew up a
general plan for New
College, based upon interdisciplinary teaching
in both the upper and
lower division courses.
Freshman and sophomore courses are divided into three areas of
study: (1) social and behavioral sciences, (2)
humanities and fine
arts, and (3) natural sci
ences and technology.
Through these three
categories, students
study the nature of man,
man and nature, man
and society and man and
the future.
For upper division students, there is complete
freedom to direct the
educational process in
an infinite number of
directions.
The only criteria for
receiving credit in the
selected program of
study is to apply the
question, "Is it a learning experience," explained Dr. HaroldDebey, New College provost.
The self-directed educational process is
"kind of scary program
for upper division students."
If you want
freedom to conductyour
own program, you don’t
fit into anyone else’s
bag," he said.
Approximately 239 students are enrolled in
New College this semester with an ethnic
population ratio representative of the San Jose
area, according to Dr.
Debey.

Sparta Guide
TUESDAY
SPARTAN SPEARS, 5 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 8 p.m., 434 E. Williams (above the Red Ram).
ADVERTISING CLUB, 8 p.m., 4242 Meg Drive.
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11 a.m, C.U. Costanoan.
Bible study. Bring lunch.
T’ Al CHI CH’AUN DEMONSTRATION, (Chinese
Taoist yoga -dance), noon, HE 5. Sponsored by
New College. Admission free.
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES, 7 p.m, C.U., inquire
at information booth. Representative from Hastings Law School will di:.cuss "Asian Legal Economic Opportunity Program" at that school.
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, 8 p.m., Morris
Dailey Auditorium. John Paling will narrate Audubon screen tour "Filming in No -Man’s Land."
WOMEN’S LIBERATION, 7 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
JOHN GONZALEZ, minister of defense for the
Young Lords Party, will speak, 3:30 p.m., C.U.
Umunhum.
SKI CLUB, 7 p.m, C.U. Pacifica Rm. B.
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
LEO KOTTKE CONCERT, 8 p.m., C.U. Ball room.
SIMS, 8 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
SPARTAN SHIELDS, 6:30 p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
CMAA, 3:30 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
7 p.m., C.U. Almaden Rm. A.
THETA CHI,
C.U. BOARD OF GOVERNORS, 3:30 p.m., C.U.
Pacheco.
WEDNESDAY
SJS SAILING CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11:30 a.m., C.U. Almaden
SEMINAR ON NONVIOLENCE, 7 p.m, Jonah’s
Wail, 300 S. 10th St.

Apparently SJS is going
to have its own coffeehouse.
Thursday, the A.S.
Special Allocations
Committee approved a
request of $1,812.43 for
the venture, which will
be located in the west’
end of the old cafeteria
However, the committee is only a recommending body. Final
approval on the coffeehouse must be made by
the A.S. Council. But
the feelings of those
concerned is that
approval will be given.
If so, the coffeehouse
is expected to open by
the end of this month.
The proposal was made
by Terry Gusto, a member of A.S. President
Mike Buck’s executive
staff.
Gusto has now
issued a request for students interested in
working in the coffeehouse.
Currently, he is looking for a night manager,
three waitressesand
someone to check for
student body cards. Interviews are being held
in the A.S. Office of
the College Union.
Gusto has also requested old furniture donations.
Initial plans for the
house call for it to be
open only during the
weekend. There will be
no charge except for
food.
It will be open
only to SJS students and
their guests.
Entertainment will feature folk singing, jazz,
rock music, one -act
plays, and comedians.
Later, Gusto says the
house will be open every
night with films, poetry
readings, and "anything
else the students might
want."
According to him, if
the A.S. sponsored the
coffeehouse, all profits
would eventually revert
back to the general fund
venture
making the
self supporting .

"We consider New College a small community within the campus.
We deliberately stay
small because the larger it gets, the less personalized it becomes,"
said Dr. Debey.
"There’s more of a
feeling of togetherness
in New College than in
regular classes," noted
Hellyer.
Of the 23 faculty members, only seven are
employed full-time. The
remaining members
teach on a half-time or
quarter -time basis.
This fall New College
is allowing students not
enrolled in the program
to take one of the seminar classes that are
offered.
"This is being done,’
Dr. Debey explained,
"because of the expressed interest of outside students in our program.
"Restricting the limit
of one available class
is due to the already
overburdened faculty of
New College," he continued.
The SJS Bridge Club
New College class- is still looking for parrooms are found in var- ticipants to form the
ied locations around club on campus.
campus. The Home The club will play duEconomics Department plicate bridge with
hosts one of the New hands pre-set.
College seminars as Wiley is available at
does the decrepit World 289-9894 or in the C.U.
War II barricks behind Director’s Office on the
Morris Dailey Auditor- upper level of the Colium.
lege Union.
For individual studies,
faculty offices are
sometimes used.
When asked why he
teaches in New College,
Dr. Debey explained, "I
don’t like teaching in a
class with 75 faces staring out at you, and at the
end of the semester havJames Lee from Hasting those same 75 [Aces ings Law School will
staring at you the same talk on "Asian Legal
way."
Educational Opportunity
At New College the stuProgram (EOP)" todents and faculty have a morrow night from 7 to
meaningful relationship 9.
that adds to the educaThe speech, sponsored
tion of both student and by SJS Asian American
teacher.
Studies, will be deliverIt is not an uncommon ed at the A.S. Council
sight to see student and Chambers on the third
teacher discussing level of the College
problems or whatever Union.
on a visit to New Colme SANTA CLA
lege.
What kind of student
1NFMAW:
is New College designaniny Kremer’s film
ed for?
"BLESS THE BEASTS
A vast majority of the
& CHILDREN"
students in New Col"They Shoot Horses
Dont They’?"
lege have experienced
success in regular
schooling but have not
received the meaning"SKIN GAME"
ful education they had
hoped for.
"COOL HAND
"A lot of the students
LUKE"
a
new
discovered
have
MA
direction in their lifestyle as a result of New
College," said Hellyer.
"I don’t think all education should be the
New College way," said
Dr. Debey, but it’s good
for some people."
To be sure, as Hellyer
noted, "It’s not for
"THE SUMMER
everybody."
OF’ 42"
ALL THE SPAGHETTI

Members
needed

Legal
speech

YOU CAN EAT -WIN
:Oulu.. iodic brood)
BUSY BEE
RESTAURANT
72 E. Siete Clore St.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
An.t students ado
2 BR $140 woe
deposit each Family -type neighborhood. Carpets, droves andcompletely
clew. 265-8912

RENT A TV OR sssss
$10 nor
month.f
ice, no coat, act
Esche’s 251-2599

OOPS TUBES that work great! All
kinds all models
530 295-5444 Paul

WANTED TOSUSL ET : Furnished, livable house front Jan. 1 or Feb 1,
1972 to sometime in or through sum
ester 1972. Dr. 8. Markgral. Denison
Univ., Granville, Ohio 43023

ROBERTS 770 X Professional Reel to
Cleaned
R.I Tape Recorder
lubod Oct ’71 $125 246-1026

YPING-Term papers, etc experienced and faet..1-,411111110,2111,1674
6IENCED THESIS T YPIST Elantric-Mstr-flaports
Marianna
Tambora 1924 Harris Ave., San Jo.
Telephone 371-03116

1 DORM. & 3 WORM, furnished apart
meets
1 mile from campus. $145
and up. Phone 295-1514

IMMACULATE 4 Warms, 2 bath home
4 blk front $JS Lrge rms. basement. 2 car detached pro.. Back 2
bdrrns with kitchenette. Idealfor
$32,950 Midtown Realty
rental.
732-3500

GIRLS ONLYI New rooms withkitthen
priv. From 3160 99 So 9th and 278
So 108,.
Across campus Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 265-8614

FLUTE LESSONS! Call BerberaPvii
293-9614

FRIDAY FLICKS( "Strawberry Statement" 7 & 10 P M Morris Dailey
Aud 50C admission

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY 235 E Santa ClareStreet
Room 513 Ph.. 294-4499

In
NIKKOR 3006.m lens, unused.
original boa. 1300 retail. Sacrifice
for $176. 275-0656 after 5
PISCEAN WATERBEDS. -1550W
Carlos 294 1455 Just West of Ow
Gap
k ing Owen $24, Twin SUE
Safety Li,. $2, F remote $14
10
oar guarantee ai all beds
Also
Water Sot... modern furnilura tacdes
tries
Ask about our NRO policy
290-1455
SHAKLEE
Ecolegically Sound:
Home Cleaners. Basic H. Basic L
Food Supplements Instant Protein,
plain & with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics. beauty ide a. personal
care items
Po.. 297-3861
John & Mery Rhodes
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr S arists needed for neer recyclong center Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of AIM,
phone 287-9903 or 371-6690
E NC 0 UN T E -SENSORY AWAREHumentst Commjnity of &J.
NESS.
I p.m. Contr.: $2,
Fri, Oct 22
73$ No 2nd. Plsone 2N-1411
GESTALT CARNIVAL. Arnontage of
fantasy, body movement, sensory
awareness, encounter, Gestalt, etc
A natur. high $IS contr includes 2
meals
10am-10 pin Sat Nov. 13.
Humanist Community of San Jose,
P0 Box 881 S J 95106
Phone
294-5017
BRIDGE PLAYERS: It you wantto play
due I mate bridge, contect Patrick Wiley
at the College Union 289-9894
WANTED: People interested in sharing
expenses at ski cabin near Heavenly
valley $25/mo 5 rno contract Call
Randy 353-2881
WEEKEND SEMINAR being offered at
site of International Ideal City Project in Mendicino. Purpose. to learn,
Call 275-9965
le shore, to lire.
tat,.
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co-ed who can’t afford
the expense. $900,000 Betty Crocker
Coupons (deposited at info booth of
stud Union) by Dec 10 will pay
Please help if you
for machine
can!
LECTURE on Communication and the
EST Purpose- Mon. Nov. eth. 7:00
P.M. UMUNHUN ROOM, College
Union
FRIDAY FLICKS "Strawberry Statement" 7 & 10 P.M Morris Dailey
Aud 50C admission.
AIIIONOIIVI

2

’62 HARDTOP CONVERTIBLE Renault
Caravelle
Eng tires. trans. In
tenor XInt $425 or best offer 2861659 eves
’14 COMET CYCLONE,2119,
Phone: 28Eimmaculate condition
5067 after 6 P M
’63TR-4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Very good condition.
Must sell.
5790. or bell offer. Chuck Dodd
245-1618
’67 KARMAN GH1A-now tires, good
Call
condition.
Make an offer.
31.n 287-2786
64 MGB-RED, te-wh.ls, very clean
$695
’62 CHEV-Very good condition Nov
tires 2-dr $325 Call Tom 736-7241
WESTCOASTER
3-WHEEL MAIL
TRUCK.
$125 or best offer over
Call after 6pm 292-6427
’70 TRIUMPH TR 6 450 clean. Excl.
cond. Many accessories. $1000. Si..
7-1/8 helmet
$70 value for VD:
287-1253
MOTORCYCLE - ’70Kawasai (Amer
Eagle) 350, 2,400 mi.. mech. pert ,
$575. Phone 247-8419 after 5 p.m.
PORSCHE ’61 cony 64.000New clutch
radials, muffler Recent tuned Shag
32 mpg 5750 294-9356

Woman’s Lace Si. 11
SKI BOOTS
$40 Boots for $103173421

USED 1100KS & Art Gallery Lowest
prices for books (trade or cash)
455 E. Williams St
Near college
(Between 10th and Ilth Streets)

HILP WANTED Ili
’COL L E GE ORIENTED CORPORATION roods Atrocity* shapely coed
I -paid model whose pictures
for
.11. *ear in notionally distributed
col/opiate art calendar If interested
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD. Inc. 4144E Geant
Road, Tucson, Amon. 85712."

HOIILING

Si

comin

"JOE HILL"

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep. Bruce Freeman cen help you
make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3
off with
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
a free TWA GETAWAY CARD. Call
287-86611 for info or 297-1700 for
reservations.
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rep for
6 groups. FR1351 East or West coast
to Europe and beyond. -If it’s available, we can get it." 10-5, Mon -Fri.
549-1996 or 843-1857. 2903 College
Ave. Berkeley Cal. 94705
EUROPE -ISRAEL
EAST AFRICA
3ne may and round trip student flights
Inexpensive s ucln t camping tours
throughout West and East Europe, including Russia SOFA agent for inter -European student charter flights
Contact, ISCA 11687 San Vicente Bled
Suite 04 L.A.Calif 90040 TEL 12131
826-5669.
STUDENT NEEDS DAILY RIDE between Sunnyvale & college Please
call 732-5665 weekends or daily after 5 P.M
WANT TO SHARE DRIVING with some
one from Fremont M -W -F 1030-2:20
and T-TH 8-2:20 Any combination of
days o k Phone Wendy 797-2859 loft
Thornton)

Your Ad

FOR RENT! I. 2. & 3 balm Apt
w/w carpets. AEK w/pool. $115, $150,
Centrally located 3’
& $180 p/rno.
miles from campus lust off Almaden
Espry. 2445 Rinconstis Dr. Mgr. Apt
II, No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P.M. 266-1613. Guist
.eres, conducive for studious indiviWeis

In The

NEED FEMALE to share house on S.
119, St Two blks from campus. Own
room. $60 me 410 S. 110. St. Call
Carol or Oak at 286-3481 anytime.

TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate to share large attractive
2 bdrm 2 both apt Close to school
$611/mo Cell Diane 293-1597

SPARTAN
DAILY

FREE RENT for Iwo Itberal females
Share 4 bdrm house on Sunnyvale,
Good music, good vebrations, good
people 245-5524 Eves

CLASSIFIEDS

110041 FOR MEN STUDENTS- Double.
quiet, comfortable, with lotthen pm,
lieges, in privets home. 146 S 14th
St. San Jose Call 286-3025
UP. DIV. ENG. MAJ. would leke to
share a house with others in Los
Gatos area or any other quiet, pleasant area by Nov. 10
Need yard
for lovable Samoyed dog as well
Call 354-1923 or .1Iect 14151 3656427, Ran

294-6414

3 bdrm. $150, expenstve now shag
& drepes, East Foothills near Alum
Rock & White
118 Nancy Lane
251-9209

FURNISHED HOUSE FOR RENT 2
bdron., 1225/mo. 160 S. 12th St.,
Phone 297-1242 Available reow.

LIKE RINGING

WANTED: to share house/apt w/male
female who most speak good English
Call Fouad 287-8E29
HOUSE FOR RENTI 2 bdrms SS No
11th Destro, students $60 per/or $240/
mo 586-0835

25,000

Female to
ROOMMATE NEEDED.
share 3 bdrm apt Own room Pool,
quiet, off campus S60/mo & Leave
message Cheri 243-1786
ROOMMATE NEEDED -Male to shire
2 bdrm apt off campus Own room.
Pool $75/mo Leave message Bob
246-7712

DOORBELLS

STUDENT wants to share his apt
with ono other. 3 blocks from cam292-0453
$62.00 per me
pus
e

CLASSIFIED RATES
111niniem
Thief lines
One doe
3 lines
4 lines

No flUndl ’on cancel:rid ads Pont yaw ad
heir
l(COunt approximately 39 lett ers and
spaces for each One)
Fins eaf

One day

Tiso days

Tntex days

finer NTS

4.00
.50

1.50

200

.2.25

2.00

2 50

2.75

5 lines

2

SO

3 00

0 lines
ad.
.

3.00

3 SO

3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

.50

SO

.50

.50

2.50
3.00
3.50

,ne

"LITTLE BIG
MAN"
MONTE WALSH"

.0

INDIAN STUDENTS NEEDED to work
on Indian Restaurant in Palo Alto
Good pay! 321-4608 aftr6 wk days
Anytime wk ends

’111 VW BUS. Bed. curtains, rota,
Just Tuned.
Excl cond. $2250 or
best offer. Phone, 287-9596

EXOTIC FABRICS. hand-printedestik
material in 2-1/2 yd. pieces. For
gown pntsii I. hem -decor. Great
Xmas/birthday gift. 16-13/piece.
Dealers needed no cap. needed. Hi
earnings 732-2006

ISANSPOSIAIION

To Place

WANTED GIRL for helper evenings.
Will give room and board and small
salary 243-0399

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Mus
be mat, student
$63 per me. Own
room in house.
Close to campus
Call Joyce 293-4217 (after 5 pm)

SONY 630 - 0 tape deck. 3 heeds.
Used
SOS plus echo.
$300 new.
3200 75 My warranty. Hardly used.
345-1323

AUTO INSURANCE- No driver refused.
Low Monthly Rate! Wick
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverege up to 100cc. $26.00.
le 124 cc 1/30, to 175 cc $34. to 3.10se
$311, to 760 cc $54 David -Towle 241 -

LIKE SELLING?
LIKE PEOPLE?
NEED AN INCOME? You are invited
In hear about an exciting lull or part
tune job opportunity. Wednesday evening, Nov 10, 8 p.m. 431 So 11th
St 14 275-6646

V.W. & IMPORT ELECTRIC REPAIR.
Now. rebuilt & used parts. Herbert
German Motors 456 E SanSalvarlor
Call 295-4247

BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING NOUSE, with separate private
cottage.
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks front campus 489 S
Ith St. Ph. 293-8666

LESLIE MORRIS SECRETARIAL
SERVICE A professionally typed term
’neer cen make the difference 9arn
Spin 378 10E18

’ILl

MALE ONLY, Sat.
HUSTLERS:
Sun. Can you Sell? Earn up to $50
cash per -day GREEN THUMB 2751173.

MALE ONLY- Sinql7e. biGnkffefultn
prey Clean man only. 115 So 14th
S J. Phone. 286-2704

WATERBEDS: Complete knsi s’.17
Including For -Out Finished*
$45.95.
Frame. Aqua -Snooze, 1415 The Alameda. 12-$ Mon. -Set Ph. 286-359

P10506015 ’1,

SINGLE?
Searching for that special someone?
Why not let Compatability Testing
Introductton Services find the right
person for you
Complete service
club for single people
For more
information w r t to
COMPATIBILITY 2155 Lanai Ave Suite 72,
San Jose, Calif 95122

DRIVER WANTED 30% to Sers commission good earnings. 9-11 A.M.
Tropical Ice Cream Co. 358 Montgomery St 297 4228.

’1111 V.W. Excel. condetion 34,000 mi
Recent valoe job and rings, runs
great $875 294-9356

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price. Outlay books & records
purchased.
Top prices paid -cash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
upplemMalls, classics. RECYCLE
116 So. 2nd St. 295427$

ANYTHING TYPED, wretten, an
researched. Call Niel. 286-3544 for
info

I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry, all
one of
kind If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 354.04 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Lerma.

NEEDEDI People who want to better
thematic.. Part or full time work.
Unbelievable opportunity Call. 2476485 & 275-0120

GIRLS:
Furnished apartment $120
455 So. 109 blt-en-kitchen, modern.
11 AM. - 2 P M. 292-1327

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price eaten buying your
waterbed. Cell as anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SLIS at 400 Park Ave.
corner of Deimos. 256-1263

LOST! El. Ticked Hound, Ma. 9
months old. Stitches in left Ira.
leg. Call. 287-5039

BEWARE’ Someone’s thinktng of you
Nancy! You thought I’d forget.

HIP/STRAIGHT
MALE/FEMALE
There’s lots of bucks to be made
selling handmade candles for Xmas.
Phenomenally stupendous, incredibly
unbelievable seasonal demand, (like
Xmas trees) 40% on everything sold.
Car helpful to you but not necessary.
(strong back?) Flexible hours. Full
or part-tmo Richness awaits you if
you can hustle. So..., if interested,
call Bob
275-9132.

UTILITY TRAILER - Enclosed van
type 4e6e6. Lockable, new paint, tires
$175/offer 379-9003 4.1-7pin

VOR

PHOTOGRAPHY DONE
Weddings,
copying, brochures, banquets, enterteiners, portraits DJ, 275 0596

JOBS EUROPE guaranteed & ’storied England, Sw t e rimed. year-round,
young people 18-29. General help 1st
class hotels For details &application
send Si 00 to Jobs Europa Dept C
Box 44188 Panoreme City. California
91402

HOME ADDRESSERS NEEDED: Work
spare time while attending school
For application & details write 12922
Arroyo de Arguello, Saratoga, CA.
95070

1970 YAMAHA 250 ENDURO - A-1,
extras, see to appreciate. S550 287E975

1966 VW CAMPER mechanically perfect $1150 firm. 254-6414 ext. 2916
or 295-8108 Weekdays 930 - 12 noon

REWARD: Lost Brown 6 White St
Bernard 2 yrs Answers to "BRUTUS"
If found pl.. call. 257-4148. He
has a wart on his nose

FRIDAY FLICK! "Strawberry Stale.
ment 7 Si 10 PM Morris Dailey
Aud SI% admission

E XTRA INCOME’ Full or fart time.
High hourly earnings. Flexible Hours.
Call Mr. King:
Training Provided.
278-4846

FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
18 yrs. old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
campus. Call Robert: 298-2306,

BRIDGESTONE ’70 100 sport, $285
or best offer Phone: 265-8369.

FAST, ACCURATE, experienced typist, can edit Four miles from campus Mrs Ashman 298-4104

11.))1 AND 10410

FASHION CONSCIOUS Coeds are f ending unbelievable savings at THIRD
FLOOR FASHIONS, 31 Fountain Alley,
Downtown San Jose. ASB card brings
an additional 10% discount

SUNASU NATURAL VITAMIN Mineral
food supplement.
TrutMully-F inest
available.
Info an distribution or
purchase 736-8759.
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